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Abstract—In this research, we demonstrate an Artificial In-
telligence framework that is able to learn conflict resolution
strategies from human Air Traffic Controllers and then employ
such knowledge in developing conflict resolution advisories. The
proposed framework is designed to assist reinforcement learning,
using conflict resolution actions and brain signals. By involving
human-in-the-loop in the training, the Artificial Intelligence
framework is expected to generate conflict resolutions advisories
with high acceptability. Our preliminary results have shown the
ability of our framework in learning Air Traffic Controllers’
strategy and providing human-like resolutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ultimate function of an air traffic control (ATC) system
is to maintain a safe separation distance, both vertically and
horizontally, between any two aircraft at all time. To assist
Air Traffic Controllers (ATCOs) in accomplishing this crucial
task, some advanced ATC systems are equipped with conflict
resolution tools to provide the ATCOs with resolution advi-
sory. As air traffic is continuously growing with the increasing
air passenger demand [1], conflict resolution advisory systems
are gaining in importance in aiding controllers to deal with
complex conflict scenarios in increasingly busy airspace.

Many approaches in literature have been proposed for
conflict resolution systems [2]–[4]; some of them are able
to resolve very complex conflict scenarios. Although the
mathematical models for automatic conflict resolution are
continuously improved, the final decisions are always made by
human ATCOs and such decisions usually involve the ATCO’s
strategy of managing the overall traffic flow. For a conflict
resolution advisory to be accepted by human controllers, it
must reflect the strategy of human ATCOs in resolving conflict.
This requires the conflict resolution algorithms to be capable
of learning and understanding the ATCO strategy in managing
such situations. Unfortunately, to our best knowledge, none
of the available automatic conflict resolution algorithms pos-
sesses this capability.

In this study, we build and demonstrate an Artificial In-
telligence (AI) agent that is able to learn conflict resolution
strategy from human ATCOs and then employ such knowledge
in developing conflict resolution advisories. The proposed
system is designed to support reinforcement learning with
demonstration-based and neural feedback from ATCOs. By
involving human-in-the-loop, our AI agent is expected to gen-
erate conflict resolutions advisories that are highly accepted
by ATCOs.

II. METHODOLOGY

Figure 1. Proposed framework for integration of brain computer interface,
3D-simulator and AI learning algorithm.

An experienced ATCO uses a variety of conflict resolution
strategies, which may depend upon complexity of the conflict,
neighbouring traffic, airways structure, traffic flow, sector
geometry, secondary conflicts, Letters of Agreement etc. The
strategy can be defined as a set of fuzzy rules which show the
preferences for a particular set of actions in a given situation.

Learning human strategy is a challenging work which
involve two main parts: capturing the preferences and then
applying an appropriate learning architecture to model them.
Firstly, human preferences can be reflected implicitly via
their internal brain activities or explicitly via their recorded
actions/decisions which will be captured and fused to enhance
the learning process. Secondly, because of dynamic airspace
environment and continuous action space, we propose using
Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [5] to not only
learn human preferences including environment feedback, but
also predict the corresponding actions for conflict scenarios.

In general, as illustrated in Figure 1, our proposed frame-
work is an integration of brain computer interface, 3D-
simulator and AI learning algorithm. The 3D-simulator with
interactive interface is developed to collect data in interaction
with human, Electroencephalographic (EEG) device and act
as the environment in interaction with AI Agent. In operation,
the AI agent, driven by reinforcement learning algorithm, tries
to suggest a resolution for a given scenario. The emergence of
human strategy is triggered by requiring human to evaluate
agent’s resolution and provide his own resolution for that



scenario, through an interactive human-computer interface. An
EEG brain-computer interface (BCI) is also established to
capture brain’s wave patterns, error-related potential (ErrP) [6],
when human is evaluating agent’s resolution. Through this
process, these pattern is used to transfer the acceptability of the
agent’s resolution as part of feedback mechanism to improve
its learning. As the result, AI Agent will learn human strategy
and suggest appropriate resolution for given conflict which
reflects ATCO preferences.

Figure 2. Illustrating experimental results for learning from human prefer-
ences to resolve conflicts

III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The proposed model can estimate the distribution of action-
value function for unseen scenario reflecting human strategy
considering surrounding traffic. The experiment is conducted
for training AI Agent with 400 pairs (scenario, preference
action) for learning and 100 pairs for evaluation. Scenario
includes 5 flights with one Ownship and 4 Intruders with at
least one conflict between Ownship and Intruders. The reward
function is non-negative, hence the smaller the score (≥ 0)
is, the better the position as conflict resolution is. As shown
in Figure 2b, after 2,000 training steps, the estimated rewards
and real rewards on test cases are converged that means the AI
Agent can approximate the reward function reflecting human
strategy. In Figure 2a, the AI Agent shows highest score
around human resolution (star symbol ”*”) for unseen scenario
considering surrounding traffic. Furthermore, as shown in
Figure 2c, 65% of agent’s suggested resolutions receive low
penalty (less than 100), which means these resolutions highly
match the human preferred resolutions. From the experiment
result, our model is able to learn not only the preference
solutions but also the in-feasible solutions or feedback from
environment. Although more experiments are needed to access
the performance of proposed model, our framework is promis-
ing to efficiently harness ErrP and Preference Action as human
feedback. The proposed AI Agent is also able to generalize the
human preference function and human-like action prediction
for 3D scenario to capture and reproduce hidden strategy from
data.

IV. CONTENT OF DEMONSTRATION

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3, in which a
human subject, who is equipped with a EEG recording device,

Figure 3. (A) The demonstration setup consisting of 2 computers exchanging
data: Computer 1 runs the simulator for human interaction and Computer 2
hosts the AI agent and ErrP detector. ErrP signal was generated using dataset
in [6]. (B) Data flow between two computers during one experimental trial.
The circled numbers show sequence of data being transmitted.

is interacting with our air traffic simulator. An experimental
trial begins when the simulator sends an unseen scenario (the
scenario) to the AI agent and the agent replies with a suggested
resolution. The scenario and the suggested resolution are then
presented to the subject. Subject starts assessing the proposed
solution by AI and decides whether the solution is acceptable.
In case the subject rejects the AI’s resolution, subject will
be asked to provide a resolution. During the interaction,
the simulator and EEG system decode human behavioural
and physiological (i.e. ErrP) data respectively. The data is
subsequently fed to adapt AI. Our experimental design closely
resembles a two-player game where human distinguishes good
and bad solutions while AI generates good resolutions with
high human acceptability.
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